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Abstract
In this paper, we present a novel network for high resolution video generation. Our
network uses ideas from Wasserstein GANs by enforcing k-Lipschitz constraint
on the loss term and Conditional GANs using class labels for training and testing.
We present Generator and Discriminator network layerwise details along with the
combined network architecture, optimization details and algorithm used in this
work. Our network uses a combination of two loss terms: mean square pixel loss
and an adversarial loss. The datasets used for training and testing our network
are UCF101, Golf and Aeroplane Datasets. Using Inception Score and Fréchet
Inception Distance as the evaluation metrics, our network outperforms previous
state of the art networks on unsupervised video generation.
1 Introduction
Deep learning for tackling computer vision problems has been mostly based on static image based
approaches. However most real world data are dynamic in nature containing an additional time
dimension which connects the images or individual frames together. Due to the presence of temporal
dynamics, more information about the scene can be extracted. The challenge with video data is
the additional computational burden and inherent complexity due to an additional time component.
However, static image based algorithms are not suitable for action prediction problems (Huang et al.,
2018). Hence, video based algorithms are the need for action prediction problems.
Neural networks for video generation from latent vectors is a challenging problem. State of the art
methods produced blurry results thus showing the complexity of the problem (Vondrick et al., 2016).
It is important to understand how pixels change in between the frames and model the uncertainty
involved as shown in (Villegas et al., 2017). In case of video data, temporal dynamics needs to
be separately modelled from the spatial dynamics. To infer various objects present in the scene
spatial dynamics are used, where as the movement of these objects can be inferred from temporal
dynamics. To solve this 1-D convolutions was used for temporal generator (Saito et al., 2017) and
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) to generate latent code for image based generators (Tulyakov
et al., 2018). Using 1-D convolutions reduces the computational burden, however for more accurate
frame generation 3-D convolutions should be used.
However all of these previous work tackles very specific problems thus making generalization to
other similar tasks difficult. Also almost all the architectures used in the literature, work for only
specialized problems. Our work presents a novel unsupervised GAN based architecture for video
generation/prediction which can be generalized to other settings.
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2 Related Work
Generative models have been quite successful in modelling the time dynamics of video. Autore-
gressive models used in (Van den Oord et al., 2016) and Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN)
used in (Xiong et al., 2018), (Acharya et al., 2018) and (Tulyakov et al., 2018) have enjoyed varying
degrees of success. GANs have progressed in recent years due to better training stability as shown
in (Salimans et al., 2016), better loss functions as used in (Deshpande et al., 2018) and improved
architectures presented in (Karras et al., 2017). However work done using GANs for video data
especially for action prediction problems is scarce.
Mode collapse is one of the fundamental challenges while training GANs in which the generated
samples lack diversity ie the samples are similar to each other. Various approaches like using multiple
generators used in (Ghosh et al., 2018) and using a reconstructor network which reverses the action
of the generator by mapping from data to noise was used in (Srivastava et al., 2017). A new technique
of progressively growing the network for stable generation of 1024×1024 images was proposed
in (Karras et al., 2017). Also a lot of work has been done to improve the individual loss functions
of generator and discriminator as shown in (Arjovsky et al., 2017), (Deshpande et al., 2018) and
(Gulrajani et al., 2017).
Video generation has been mostly tackled in a supervised setting in existing literature. Separating
foreground from background was used for unsupervised video generation in (Vondrick et al., 2016).
The architecture consists of two parallel streams consisting of 2D and 3D convolution layers for the
generator and single stream 3D convolution layers for discriminator. A new approach using temporal
and spatial generator was used in (Tulyakov et al., 2018). The videos generated using these methods
were of resolution 64×64. A cascade architecture was used for unsupervised video generation in
(Saito et al., 2017). Temporal generator consisting of 1-D deconvolution layers maps input latent
vector to a set of new latent vectors corresponding to frames in the video. Each new latent vector is
then fed to a new image generator for generating the video.
Our network differs from all of the previous approaches. We summarize our main contributions in
this work as follows:
•We propose a GAN technique for unsupervised video generation of resolution 256×256.
•We present the architecture details of our network, optimization and loss functions used.
•We validate our network on publicly available UCF101 Dataset, Golf and Aeroplane Datasets for
both qualitative and quantitative comparison.
• Our network beats the previous state of the art methods in this domain using Inception Score and
Fréchet Inception Distance as the evaluation metrics.
3 Background
3.1 GAN
GANs are a family of unsupervised generative models which learns to generate samples from a given
distribution (Goodfellow et al., 2014). Given a noise distribution, Generator G tries to generate
samples while the Discriminator D tries to tell whether the generated samples are from the correct
distribution or not. Both the generator and discriminator are trying to fool each other, thus playing a
zero sum game. In other words both are in a state of Nash Equilibrium. Let G represent the generator
and D the discriminator, loss function used for training GAN can be written as shown in Equation 1:
F(D,G) = Ex∼px [− logD(x)] + Ez∼pz [− log(1−D(G(z)))] (1)
where z is latent vector, x is data sample, pz is probability distribution over latent space and px is
probability distribution over data samples. The zero sum condition is defined in Equation 2:
min
G
max
D
F(D,G) (2)
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A lot of changes has been proposed over the years to reduce mode collapse and minimize training
instability which are two of the main challenge while training GANs. Some of these changes are
using least square loss instead of sigmoid cross entropy loss as shown in (Mao et al., 2017) and using
feature matching and minibatch discrimination as shown in (Salimans et al., 2016).
3.2 Wasserstein GAN
A new technique was proposed to minimize Wasserstein Distance (WD) between the distributions to
stabilize training. WD between two distributions was used in (Arjovsky et al., 2017) is defined in
Equation 3:
W (pr, pg) = inf
γ∈∏(pr,pg)E(x,y)∼γ [‖x− y‖] (3)
where pr, pg are distributions of real and generated samples and Q(pr, pg) is the space of all possible
joint probability distributions of pr and pg .
Another technique known as weight clipping was also proposed to enforce K-Lipschitz constraint.
The loss function for training the network is defined as shown in Equation 4:
F(D,G) = Ex∼px [D(x)]− Ez∼pu [D(G(z))] + λExˆ∼px
[
(‖∇xˆD(xˆ)‖2 − 1)2
]
(4)
Where λ is a regularization parameter.
3.3 Conditional GANs
These type of GANs use conditions on the generator in order to generate samples with desired
property as first shown in (Mirza and Osindero, 2014). The loss functions for Conditional GANs can
be defined as shown in Equation 5:
F(D,G) = Ex∼p× [− logD(x)] + Ez∼px [− log(1−D(G(z)))] (5)
The conditions could be class labels or original data sample in case of video prediction.
4 Method
4.1 Dataset
The following datasets were used in this work for training and testing our network for video genera-
tion:
1. UCF101 Dataset: The purpose of this dataset was training networks robust for action recognition
tasks. It contains 13320 videos of 101 different action categories like Sky Diving, Knitting and
Baseball Pitch (Soomro et al., 2012).
2. Golf and Aeroplane Datasets: It contains 128×128 resolution frames which can be used for
evaluating video generative adversarial networks (Vondrick et al., 2016) and (Kratzwald et al., 2017).
4.2 Network Architecture
Let input sequence frames of a video be denoted by (X = X1, ..., Xm) and frames to be predicted
in sequence by (Y = Y1, ..., Yn). Our network for video generation has two stages: first: a new
conditional generative adversarial network (GAN) to generate sequences performing a given category
of actions, second: a reconstruction network with a new loss function to transfer sequences to the
pixel space.
The input sequence frames in the form of noise vector is input to the Generator. The Generator
generates output frames corresponding to the input frames. The output frame sequence is propagated
to the Discriminator which tells whether the generated frames are real or fake. Both the Generator and
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Discriminator is trained using mini batch Stochastic Gradient Descent(SGD) using the corresponding
loss functions.
3D deconvolutional layers are used for generator and 3D convolutional layers for discriminator. Batch
normalization is used for generator and instance normalization is used for discriminator network.
ReLU activations is used as non linearity for generator and leaky ReLU activations for discriminator.
The network architecture used in this work is shown in Figure 1:
Figure 1: Network architecture used in this work
The Generator layer-wise details is shown in Table 1:
Table 1: Generator architecture for generation of 256×256×32 videos
Generator Activation Output shape
Latent vector - 128×1×1×1
Fully-connected ReLU 128×1×1×1
DeConv 3×3×3 ReLU 128×4×4×4
Upsample - 128×8×8×8
DeConv 3×3×3 ReLU 128×8×8×8
DeConv 3×3×3 ReLU 128×8×8×8
Upsample - 128×8×16×16
DeConv 3×3×3 ReLU 128×8×16×16
DeConv 3×3×3 ReLU 128×8×16×16
Upsample - 128×8×32×32
DeConv 3×3×3 ReLU 64×8×32×32
DeConv 3×3×3 ReLU 64×8×32×32
Upsample - 64×16×64×64
DeConv 3×3×3 ReLU 32×16×64×64
DeConv 3×3×3 ReLU 32×16×64×64
Upsample - 32×16×128×128
DeConv 3×3×3 ReLU 16×16×128×128
DeConv 3×3×3 ReLU 16×16×128×128
Upsample - 16×32×256×256
DeConv 3×3×3 ReLU 8×32×256×256
DeConv 3×3×3 ReLU 8×32×256×256
DeConv 1×1×1 ReLU 3×32×256×256
The Discriminator layer-wise details is shown in Table 2:
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Table 2: Discriminator architecture for generation of 256×256×32 videos
Discriminator Activation Output shape
Input Image - 128×1×1
Conv 1×1×1 Leaky ReLU 128×4×4×4
Conv 3×3×3 Leaky ReLU 128×4×4×4
Conv 3×3×3 Leaky ReLU 128×4×4×4
Downsample - 128×8×8×8
Conv 3×3×3 Leaky ReLU 128×8×8×8
Conv 3×3×3 Leaky ReLU 128×8×8×8
Downsample - 128×8×16×16
Conv 3×3×3 Leaky ReLU 128×8×16×16
Conv 3×3×3 Leaky ReLU 128×8×16×16
Downsample - 128×8×32×32
Conv 3×3×3 Leaky ReLU 64×8×32×32
Conv 3×3×3 LReLU 64×8×32×32
Downsample - 64×16×64×64
Conv 3×3×3 Leaky ReLU 32×16×64×64
Conv 3×3×3 Leaky ReLU 32×16×64×64
Downsample - 32×16×128×128
Conv 3×3×3 Leaky ReLU 16×16×128×128
Conv 3×3×3 Leaky ReLU 16×16×128×128
Downsample - 16×32×256×256
Minibatch Stddev - 129×4×4×4
Conv 3×3×3 Leaky ReLU 8×32×256×256
Fully-connected linear 1×1×1×128
Fully-connected linear 1×1×1×1
4.3 Pixel Normalization
To avoid explosion of parameters in both generator and discriminator, feature vectors are normalized
at every pixel. We extended the feature vector normalization as proposed by (Karras et al., 2017) to
our spatio-temporal problem.
Let ax,y,t and bx,y,t be original and normalized feature vector at pixel (x, y, t) corresponding to
spatial and temporal position. The following relation can be written as shown in Equation 6:
bx,y,t =
ax,y,t√
1
N
∑N−1
j=0
(
ajx,y,t
)2
+ 
(6)
where  is a constant and N is number of feature maps used.
4.4 Instance Normalization
Instance normalization was used after both 3D convolutional and 3D deconvolutional layers to solve
the vanishing gradient problem as defined in Equation 7.
y = ReLU
(
d∑
i=0
wi · ReLU
(
γi · xi − µi√
σ2i + 
+ βi
)
+ b
)
(7)
where w and b are weight and bias term of the 3D convolution layer, γ and β are weight and bias
term of the Instance Normalization layer, µ and σ are mean and variance of the input.
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4.5 Loss Functions
Generator in the GAN architecture can be used to predict sequence of frames Y from sequence of
frames X by minimizing the pixel wise distance between the predicted and the actual frame. The
mean square pixel wise loss function is defined in Equation 8:
Lmse(X,Y ) = `mse(G(X), Y ) = ‖G(X)− Y ‖2 (8)
The binary cross-entropy loss between the actual and predicted frames is defined in Equation 9:
Lbce(Y, Yˆ ) = −
∑
i
Yˆi log (Yi) +
(
1− Yˆi
)
log (1− Yi) (9)
where both Yi and Yi has values in the range [0, 1].
Let (X,Y ) be a sample from the dataset where both X and Y denote a sequence of frames as input
and to be predicted respectively. Let G represent the Generator and D the Discriminator. The goal is
to predict the right frames for both the individual classes represented by 0 and 1. The adversarial loss
function used for training Generator is defined in Equation 10:
LGadv(X,Y ) = λ1
N∑
i=1
Lbce (Di (Xi, Gi (Xi))− k, 1) (10)
The adversarial loss function used for training the Discriminator is defined in Equation 11:
LDadv(X,Y ) = λ1
N∑
i=1
Lbce (Di (Xi, Yi)− k, 1) + λ2Lbce (Di (Xi, Gi(X))− k, 0) (11)
Where λ1, λ2 are the coefficients to balance the penalty terms. λ1, λ2 are also used to absorb the
scale k caused by the k-Lipschitz constraint on Wasserstein loss.
The mean square loss function in Equation 6 and adversarial loss function in Equation 8 of Generator
can be combined with equal weights given to both the terms as shown in Equation 12:
L(X,Y ) = αLGadv(X,Y ) + βLmse(X,Y ) (12)
Where α and β are constants.
4.6 Algorithm
The complete algorithm used in this work is shown below:
Algorithm 1: HRVGAN: High Resolution Video Generation using Spatio-Temporal GAN
Initialize learning rates αD and αG, and weights λadv, λ`mse
while not converged do
Update the Discriminator D:
Get M data samples (X,Y ) =
(
X(1), Y (1)
)
, . . . ,
(
X(M), Y (M)
)
WD = WD − αD
∑M
i=1
∂LDadv(X(i),Y (i))
∂WD
Update the Generator G:
Get M data samples (X,Y ) =
(
X(1), Y (1)
)
, . . . ,
(
X(M), Y (M)
)
WG = WG − αG
∑M
i=1
(
λadv
∂LGadv(X(i),Y (i))
∂WG
+ λ`mse
∂L`mse(X(i),Y (i))
∂WG
)
end
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4.7 Evaluation Metrics
A lot of metrics have been proposed for evaluating GANs in the literature. Two of the most common
metrics are Inception Score and Fréchet Inception Distance which are explained below:
1. Inception Score (IS) - Inception Score was first proposed in (Salimans et al., 2016) for evaluating
GANs. A higher inception score is preferred which means the model is able to generate diverse
images thus avoiding mode collapse issue.
Let x be samples generated by the generator G, p(y|x) be the distribution of classes for generated
samples and p(y) be the marginal class distribution. The Inception score is defined as in Equation 13:
IS(G) = exp (Ex∼pgDKL(p(y | x)||p(y))) (13)
where DKL is the Kullback-Leibler divergence between p(y|x) and p(y).
2. Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) - Another metric to evaluate the quality of generated samples
was first proposed by (Heusel et al., 2017).
Let D represent the CNN used to extract features, (mr, σr) be mean and covariance of features
extracted from real samples and (mf , σf ) be mean and covariance of features extracted from fake
samples with D, then the Frechet Inception distance is defined as in Equation 14:
d2 ((mr,Σr) , (mf ,Σf )) = ‖mr −mf‖22 + Tr
(
Σr + Σf − 2 (ΣrΣf )1/2
)
(14)
Fréchet Inception Distance is more accurate than Inception Score as it compares summary statistics
of generated samples and real samples. A lower FID is preferred for better performing generative
models.
5 Results
The Inception scores of ours compared with other models on UCF101 dataset is shown in Table 3:
Table 3: Inception scores of ours compared with other models on UCF101 dataset
Model Inception Scores
VGAN (Vondrick et al., 2016) 8.18
TGAN (Saito et al., 2017) 11.85
MoCoGAN (Tulyakov et al., 2018) 12.42
Ours 14.29
We next present the quantitative comparison of our network with TGAN and VideoGAN based on
FID score on Golf and Aeroplane datasets in Table 4:
Table 4: Quantitative comparision of Our network with TGAN and VideoGAN based on FID score
on Golf and Aeroplane datasets
Model FID Score on Golf Dataset FID Score on Aeroplane Dataset
VGAN (Vondrick et al., 2016) 113007 149094
TGAN (Saito et al., 2017) 112029 120417
Ours 102584 104036
The linear interpolation in latent space to generate samples from Golf dataset is shown in Figure 2:
The linear interpolation in latent space to generate samples from Aeroplane dataset is shown in Figure
3:
The generated frames using UCF-101 dataset is shown in Figure 4:
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Figure 2: Linear interpolation in latent space to generate samples from Golf dataset
Figure 3: Linear interpolation in latent space to generate samples from Aeroplane dataset
Figure 4: Results on UCF-101 generated from random noise. For each task, we display 8 frames of
our generated videos for the JumpingJack (1st row) and TaiChi (2nd row).
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6 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a novel neural network using generative models for unsupervised video
generation. Our network is an extension of original GAN architecture which is trained using mini
batch Stochastic Gradient Descent. The novel loss term is made up of a mean square pixel loss along
with an adversarial loss which uses k-Lipschitz constraint on it as used in Wasserstein GANs. We
present the architecture details, optimization and the complete algorithm used in this work. On testing
our network on UCF101, Golf and Aeroplane Datasets using Inception Score and Fréchet Inception
Distance as the evaluation metrics, our network outperforms previous state of the art approaches.
Finally we also present the linear interpolation in latent space on Golf and Aeroplane Datasets and
the frames generated using UCF101 dataset.
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